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Up to 24 cents per litre back
DKV offers pre-financing of mineral oil tax refund for Belgium

Ratingen, 09.12.2020. The mobility service provider DKV is now offering all
companies based in the EU the option of pre-financing the refund of the mineral oil
tax paid in Belgium. The precondition for the pre-financing of the refund is that the
vehicles have a permissible gross weight of at least 7.5 tonnes or at least eight
seats. Refuellings that cannot be attributed to any vehicle on the invoices (missing
information or information that differs from the official vehicle registration number,
e.g. vehicle cards etc.) are excluded from the pre-financing of the mineral oil tax
refund.

This new service expands the previous offer: DKV Refund Normal is supplemented
by DKV Refund Fast Refund. "With DKV Refund Normal, the customer will only
receive the mineral oil tax paid back after reimbursement by the Belgian customs
authorities; with DKV Refund Fast Refund, the reimbursement will be made by us as
soon as possible", explains Peter Meier, CFO of DKV Mobility Group. "This gives our
customers an enormous liquidity advantage of up to 24 cents per litre". With both
variants, the customer's receipts are automatically recorded and processed by DKV.
A separate customer statement lists all reimbursement amounts and fees in detail. In
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addition to Belgium, DKV also offers mineral oil tax refunds for France, Italy, Croatia,
Slovenia, Spain and Hungary.

Further information is available at www.dkv-euroservice.com
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DKV Euro Service
DKV Euro Service has been one of the leading mobility service providers for the
logistics and transport industry for over 85 years. From cashless en route supply at
over 180,000 cross-brand acceptance points (including 60,000 petrol stations and
115,000 loading points), to toll collection and VAT refunds, DKV offers a
comprehensive range of services for optimizing and managing vehicle fleets
throughout Europe. DKV Euro Service is part of DKV Mobility with over 1,200
employees. In 2019, the Group achieved a transaction volume of €9.9 billion and was
active in 45 countries. Currently, more than 4.2 million DKV CARDs and on-board units
are in use with over 230,000 contractual partners. In 2020, DKV CARD was named the
best brand in the fuel and service card category for the 16th time in a row.
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Caption:

DKV is now offering all companies based in the EU the option of prefinancing the refund of the mineral oil tax paid in Belgium. (Photo: DKV)
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